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matching algorithms that detect the corresponding ex-
istents among differing geospatial data through spatial 
similarity indices and by fostering matching relations 
(Zhonglianga, jianhuaa 2008).
One of the first solutions for matching the vector 
objects between two different datasets has been given 
by Saalfeld (1988). This research, which has been a 
foundation of high account for numerous conducted 
researches up to now, attempted to merge the maps 
(Cobb et  al. 1998). Devogele et  al. (1996) presented 
a solution to match two datasets, one being more 
detailed than the other; yet the chief problem of this 
research was to match complicated squares and in-
tersections. In 2006, a research by Mussier developed 
matching processes, matching the data from datasets 
such as road networks, power transmission lines, rail-
road paths, and sidewalks (Mustière 2006). Chen and 
Walter (2009) proposed a matching method, based 
on statistics and probability. They achieved the set of 
matching candidates, deciding about the matching 
threshold by means of the considered region’s statis-
tics and then evaluated the results via fitness function 
(Chen, Walter 2009). Lim et  al. (2011) presented a 
matching method, based on the central point of the 
biggest surrounding circles. Being highly influential 
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Abstract. One of the main steps of acquiring and handling data in a multi-scale database is generation of 
automatic links between corresponding objects in different scales, which is provided by matching them in 
the datasets. The basic concept of this process is to detect and measure the spatial similarity between vari-
ous objects, which differ from one application to another, largely depends on the intrinsic properties of the 
input data. In fact, spatial similarity index, which is a function of other criteria such as geometric, topologi-
cal, and semantic ones, is to some extent uncertain. Therefore, the present study aims to provide a matching 
algorithm based on fuzzy reasoning, while considering human spatial cognition. The proposed algorithm 
runs on two road datasets of Yazd city in Iran, which are in the scales of 1:5000 and 1:25000. The evalua-
tion results show that matching rate and correctness of the algorithm is 92.7% and 88%, respectively, which 
validates the appropriate function of the proposed algorithm in matching.
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Introduction
Nowadays, Geospatial Information Systems (GISs) 
play a key role in many location-based managements 
along with other systems. Most of the cost and time, 
spent to produce such systems, are related to data col-
lection; therefore, various organizations and institu-
tions collect and prepare different data, adequate for 
their own needs, resulting in the creation of datasets 
of different scales in a similar region, which might 
sometimes amass repeated data and, consequently, 
parallel works along with increased costs and time. On 
the other hand, it can be said that no spatial dataset 
represents the world by itself completely and correctly; 
therefore, it is beneficial to use the data, obtained from 
different organizations’ sources, in order to gain access 
to different features of the objects in various geograph-
ical uses (Li, Goodchild 2012). A suitable solution to 
manage such spatial data better in terms of reducing 
parallelisms and increasing the use of miscellaneous 
aspects of the data in different scales is to establish a 
Multi-scale Database (MSDB). One of the main chal-
lenges, encountered when integrating the existing 
datasets in MSDB, is to automatically create connec-
tions among objects such as geospatial information 
layers in varied scales, which can happens by means of 
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when searching the candidates, it showed lower accu-
racy in other considered corresponding objects, i.e. it 
ignored no object and was likely to consider only some 
erroneous objects (Lim et al. 2011). In 2012 by means 
of a matrix, whose items were similarity rate of cor-
responding objects’ shape, along with a probabilistic 
approach, Zhang et al. (2012) matched the linear vec-
tor objects of the roads. By processing this matrix, they 
managed to detect the corresponding object pairs in 
accordance with their similarity structure. Considering 
the classification of the found candidates to different 
1:1, 1:n, and 1:0 relations the results were implemented 
and evaluated. Due to its large buffering width as well 
as the process of matching creation on the matrix, this 
algorithm is time-consuming in terms of calculation 
(Zhang et al. 2012).
It can be said that the basis of the research, con-
ducted on objects matching, is to identify the spatial 
similarity between them (Abramovich, Krupnik 2000; 
Bang et al. 2010), and if two objects in different data-
sets are similar in terms of position, geometry, struc-
ture, and topology, they possibly represent a simi-
lar object and entity in the real world (Zhang 2009). 
However, measuring such a spatial similarity index 
differs from one use to another, depending much on 
the intrinsic features of the input. This spatial similar-
ity index, being a function of other indices, has a de-
gree of uncertainty, with which we cannot talk about 
similarity when matching with certainty (Abramovich, 
Krupnik 2000).
The current research has tried to use a combina-
tion of geometrical and topological indices for roads’ 
linear objects and due to the uncertainty in the essence 
of spatial similarity, fuzzy inference has been used to 
measure this index. Accordingly, it first gives some pri-
mary concepts of matching, then to design a calcula-
tive model, based on fuzzy inference. Finally, it applies 
the model on the data from an area, evaluating them 
at the end.
1. Object matching
Matching means the detection of two similar entities 
in two datasets. It has being used in different forms 
in various fields of science such as medicine in order 
to process medical images (Thirion 1998), robotics to 
identify similar shapes (joo et al. 2009), and computer 
science for computer vision in a 3D view (Varkonyi-
koczy 2015). Spatial science is one of the fields that ben-
efit from matching in various photogrammetry (close 
range, aerial, and spatial), remote sensing, and GIS 
(e.g. navigating vehicles (Pashaian, Mosavi 2012)). It is 
necessary to note that in all fields of science, matching 
is based on the measurement of similarity parameters.
In GIS, the integration process is used to combine 
two geospatial datasets. Some of the actions on this 
combined set is to update and analyze map difference, 
leading to the production of an integrated, up-to-date, 
and highly-accurate dataset (Yuan, Tao 1999; Zhongli-
anga, Jianhuaa 2008; Touya et al. 2013). As such, the 
first step would be to detect corresponding objects in 
two datasets; therefore, matching a spatial entity is a 
process to detect similar objects from the set of dif-
ferent entities and to establish related links for them 
(Devogele et al. 1996). Such dissimilarity among the 
datasets can be a consequence of various factors such 
as scale difference, levels of details, varied technique 
power, differing data models, dissimilar accuracies, 
and different qualitative traits. It is noteworthy that the 
set, which has equivalents in the objects of the other 
set, is called the reference dataset while the other set is 
known as the target dataset. There are different match-
ing classifications, e.g. matching orientation, the kind 
of used indices, and the type of the data. In the clas-
sification, based on the data type, in accordance with 
the type of reference and target datasets, geospatial 
matching is classified to three classes of Raster-Raster, 
Vector-Vector, and Vector-Raster (Fig. 1) (Anders 
1997; Yuan, Tao 1999; Haunert 2005; Lüscher et  al. 
2007; Wadembere, Ogao 2010). The present paper 
aims to perform the matching process on linear vec-
tor datasets, which is done in the area of Vector-Vector 
matching.
1.1. Matching steps
All object matching processes can be divided in three 
essential steps below, which will undergo some chang-
es, considering the target, data type, and the studied 
area (Zhonglianga, jianhuaa 2008).
Step One – Finding the candidates: In this step, a 
set of matching candidates are obtained for reference 
entities, which is carried out by different methods of 
Fig. 1. Matching classification based on the data type
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Fig. 2. Buffer growing for road linear objects
Fig. 3. Matching relations
Fig. 4. Buffer overlay region of two linear entities
candidate finding, such as Iterative Closest Point Algo-
rithm (ICPA) and Buffer Growing (BG) (Zhonglianga, 
Jianhuaa 2008; Zhang 2009). As shown in Figure 2, the 
current article has used BG Algorithm to find linear 
objects’ candidates (Zhang 2009).
Step Two – Matching: It is a process to identify 
optimal matching entities from the set of matching 
candidates (Zhonglianga, Jianhuaa 2008). After this 
process, some links are made among the correspond-
ing objects in both sets (see Fig. 3) which include the 
followings (Zhang 2009):
 – 1:0 and 0:1 matching: For the reference object, 
there is no corresponding object(s) in the target 
set and vice versa.
 – 1:1 matching: There is a target object, corres-
ponding to a reference one.
 – 1:N and N:1 matching: When for a reference 
object, we have many corresponding objects in 
the target set, we have 1:N; and if there is only 
one target object as equivalent to many referen-
ce objects, we have N:1 matching.
 – N:M matching: There are some objects in target 
dataset, corresponding with a group of referen-
ce ones.
Step Three – Evaluation of Matching Process: This 
process judges the similarity between reference and en-
tity as well as optimal candidates to one another. Fur-
thermore it determines the number of existing relations 
among the datasets (Zhonglianga, Jianhuaa 2008).
1.2. Matching criteria
The basis of matching process is in accordance with 
measuring spatial similarity criterion, a function of 
geometric, topological, and semantic criteria. Based on 
the type of objects, i.e. point, polyline, and polygon, 
these criteria vary. Since in this study, matching poly-
line objects are taken into consideration, the following 
gives some main criteria (of polyline objects), used in 
different research:
1.2.1. Area
The area of a region, confined by the surrounding lim-
its of reference and candidate polyline objects can be 
used to compare and measure the objects’ similarity 
(see Fig. 4) (Zhonglianga, jianhuaa 2008).
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1.2.2. The angle between lines’ direction
It shows the way the lines are positioned in a 2D envi-
ronment. As an example the angle between straight line, 
connecting the starting and ending nodes and the hori-
zon horizontal axes useful parameters, the difference of 
which for reference and target objects are used to refine 
the objects (yuan, Tao 1999; Zhang et al. 2006, 2007).
1.2.3. Length
The simplest criterion to search a polyline object in 
two datasets is their lengths, used for polyline geomet-
ric matching. For each pair of reference and target ob-
jects, the length is measured. Either by their compari-
son or evaluation of their differences and proportions, 
the objects’ similarity rate is evaluated. Accordingly, in 
order to simplify the matching process, the lengths are 
normalized (Zhang et al. 2006).
1.2.4. Degree of starting and ending nodes
It is necessary to require extra information such as to-
pological information in order to improve the correct-
ness. One of the most useful criteria is the degree of 
starting and ending nodes of linear objects, an exam-
ple of which is demonstrated in Figure 5 (Zhang et al. 
2005; Zhang 2009).
After determining the selected criteria to refine the 
candidates, the spatial similarity parameter among the 
objects is determined from a combination of these cri-
teria. Most studies use the two general methods below:
 – Giving weight to the criteria in accordance 
to the relative share: In this way by means of 
Weighted Linear Combination, the optimal can-
didates are selected and the matching result is 
extracted (Zhang et al. 2007).
 – Step-by-step decrease of the thresholds’ limit: 
In a step-by-step manner the threshold limit of 
each criterion changes and the final matching 
remains (Zhang et al. 2007).
Based on what was abovementioned, the suitable 
rates for criteria’ threshold limit are very important. To 
regard them as low slows down the matching speed, 
while their greatness leads to numerous matching er-
rors. Accordingly, at the beginning of matching pro-
cess steps, it is difficult to obtain an appropriate rate 
for threshold limit, depending much on essential traits 
of the dataset; on the next steps, it is influential to use 
a repeated learning parameter. This matching depends 
intensively on the thresholds’ limit. It cannot be said 
with certainty that such rate of the threshold limit for 
a criterion is definite, while spatial similarity between 
Fig. 5. Degree of nodes
Fig. 6. The details of proposed method
two objects is too complicated to be able to have an 
accurate description of it. Thus, in order to consider 
human knowledge for determining the spatial similar-
ity of the objects, fuzzy reasoning system is being used.
2. Proposed methodology
In accordance with Figure 6, the architecture of the 
proposed methodology has four stages of preprocess-
ing, candidate finding, matching, and evaluation.
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2.1. preprocessing stage
The first stage of measuring model begins with study-
ing the structure of the datasets and integrating them, 
it then continues by decreasing the errors and estab-
lishing the desired data structure. It is summed up as 
the following steps.
1. Convert to the same structure: Assimilation of 
two datasets structure is the first step for pre-
processing, during which the format and coor-
dinates system of datasets are assimilated, ma-
king it possible to use both datasets mutually.
2. Cleaning: In this part, the outliers and topo-
logical errors in datasets, to be corresponded, 
decrease.
3. Creating the road network structure: Road 
networks structure is created for both datasets 
to simplify the matching process. In this pro-
cess, topological characteristics of intersections 
are easily obtained by creating this network 
structure. The created data structure is in a 
way that the existing dilemmas, as intersection 
points, are ignored. For example in Figure 7 
( )v,r  includes two linear objects (d, r) and (v, 
d) and (d, b) forms an object (Zhang 2009).
2.2. Candidate finding stage
In this stage, the candidates of the target set are identi-
fied by using BG algorithm and the following steps are 
repeated for each reference object.
1. Selecting the object from the reference dataset: 
 For instance, −O O’  in Figure 8 is the reference 
object, which is selected as the final object.
2. Initialization of buffer parameter and enacting 
BG algorithm:
Considering BG algorithm, the proposed mea-
suring model needs buffer distance amounts, the ap-
propriate selection of which has a significant impact 
on matching results; as such excessively big or small 
parameters lead to inefficient matching and unreal re-
sults. Commonly, such initial amounts are determined 
experimentally. In this article, buffer width is a func-
tion of precision of two datasets, obtained in accor-
dance to the Iranian journal of Technical Cartography 
Traits – Ed. 95 (Plan and Budget Organization Techni-
cal Assistance Office of Research and Technical Stan-
dards 1990). As aforementioned, certain points of the 
map are the ones whose ground position has an accu-
racy, greater than 0.1 mm in map scale, and arbitrary 
sign-based transportation has not been performed 
on them; therefore, average square error of horizon-
tal of certain points in maps with scales bigger than 
1:20 000 with the ground is 0.5 and for smaller maps, 
0.4 mm. As a result, based on statistical curves (Gauss-
ian curve) in maps with scales bigger than 1:20 000, 
90% of the points, considered for the following con-
trol, have an error less than 0.8 and the remaining 10% 
should not have an error more than 1.6 mm in map 
scale. Consequently, in maps with a scale of 1:20000 or 
less, 90% of the certain points on the map, compatible 
with the ground, should not have an error more than 
0.65 mm while the error for the remaining 10% ought 
not to be more than 1.3 mm. Based on what was men-
tioned and in accordance to Equation (1), buffer width 
is measured to be:
 s + s2 2buffer a bw = ,   (1)
where sa and sb are the accuracy of the first and sec-
ond datasets, respectively. Since in this paper the scales 
of the used datasets are 1:25  000 and 1:5000, buffer 
width in a certainty range of 90% is obtained as below:
 
( ) ( )2 2bw = 0.65 mm × 25 000 + 0.8 mm × 5000 =
16.74 m.
If with such buffering no candidate object is se-
lected, the buffer width is measured in accordance to 
10% error, in which case it is measured as below:
Fig. 7. Defined network structure for roads
Fig. 8. Buffer surrounding of reference polylines
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( ) ( )2 2bw = 1.3 mm × 25 000 + 1.3 mm × 5000 =
33.47 m.
Based on what was mentioned, in case of estab-
lishing the first buffer, as big as 16.74 m, and per-
forming buffer growth algorithm, if no candidate was 
placed within the buffer, in the second stage a buffer 
of 33.47 m is made and the candidates are then found. 
If once more, no candidate of the target dataset is se-
lected for the considered object from reference dataset, 
candidates begin to be found for the next object. Fig-
ure 9 illustrates a width expansion of the buffer.
3. Identification of possible matching candidates 
for each reference object.
4. Refining the matching candidates:
In this level, the numbers of searching candidates 
are studied and for each reference object one of the 
following cases will happen:
 – Case 1: No candidate is located within the 
buffer.
 – Case 2: At least one candidate is located within 
the buffer.
In the former case, the candidate finding stage is 
repeated for 33.47 m buffer again, whereas in the lat-
ter, the process enters the third stage, i.e. the matching 
stage.
2.3. Matching stage
Once two previous stages conducted, it is required to 
select the corresponding objects. Figure 10 demon-
strates the proposed framework for matching stage. In 
what follows, each part of this stage is explained.
2.3.1. Input variables
In order to determine the corresponding objects four 
criteria are used which must be explained below.
1. Degree difference of start nodes in linear refe-
rence and candidate objects:
 Degree differences are measured for the starting 
nodes of a linear object as Equation (2):
 ( )D = −1 1 1V V c V r , (2)
where 1V c , 1 V r , and ( )D 1V  indicate the start nodes 
degree of the linear candidate object, the start nodes 
degree of the linear reference object, and degree differ-
ence of the start nodes, respectively.
2. Degree difference of end nodes in linear refe-
rence and candidate objects:
 Also for end nodes the degree difference is 
measured like the start one, demonstrated by 
( )D 1V .
3. Normal Azimuth difference of linear reference 
and candidate objects ( ( )D NAz ):
If the azimuths of reference and target objects are 
measured in relation to each other, Azimuth difference 
of linear reference and candidate objects is calculated 
as one of the input parameters, in accordance to Equa-
tions (3) and (4):
 ( )D r cAz =Az Az– ; (3)
 
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
 − D ≤ D
D = 
 D ≤ D <
N
360 Az ,       1 80 Az
Az  
Az ,            0 Az 180,
  
(4)
Fig. 9. Buffer expanding in the width direction
Fig. 10. General Framework of detecting correspond objects
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nature, length difference and Azimuth are considered 
as fuzzy and node’s degree difference as crisp vari-
ables. Moreover, by performing some corresponding 
objects in the procedure and process their results, the 
best membership function was obtained for each fuzzy 
criteria of the trapezoidal membership function with 
three (Azimuth difference) and five (length difference) 
linguistic variants, which are illustrated in Figure 11 
and Figure 12.
2.3.2. Decision-making process
The present article used Mamdani fuzzy inference en-
gine, having studied the obtained results from some 
specified corresponding objects. It was due to the pre-
sentation of the spatial similarity as a linguistic vari-
able. Afterwards, based on the repetitions and evalu-
ation of the results for spatial similarity (the output 
parameter) and while taking trapezoidal membership 
function into consideration, five membership func-
tions of very low, low, average, high, and very high are 
considered for objects’ geospatial similarity. Figure 13 
shows membership functions and related linguistic 
variants.
Each deductive system needs a rule base, with 
which it is capable of deducing. Therefore, a section 
of the rules from experts’ opinions is introduced as 
Figure 14.
After enacting fuzzy rules and determining 
effective membership functions of each rule’s output, 
the membership functions are aggregated based on 
minimum-maximum method. Eventually, all effective 
membership functions are combined with each other 
to form a unique fuzzy set. Afterwards by means of the 
created group’s gravity center, the fuzzy quantity turns 
into the classic quantity and, consequently, for each 
candidate a spatial similarity rate is obtained.
Due to the considered rules and the calculated 
criteria values for the pair objects, the spatial similarity 
between these pair objects is obtained. For example, 
if the difference between the initial and final nodes is 
4 and the azimuth difference and the length is high, 
the pair of objects have very low similarity. Then 
the defuzzification operation is done (Fig. 10) and 
the value of similarity degree (19.5%) is calculated. 
After obtaining the similarity value for the obtained 
candidates, for determining the corresponding objects 
according to the experts’ opinion and checking the 
previous research on the threshold, 87.5% is decided 
for determining the final correspondence. So that 
those candidates with a value of spatial similarity 
higher than the threshold, are considered.
Fig. 11. Membership functions of azimuth difference
Fig. 12. Membership functions of length difference
Fig. 13. Membership functions of spatial similarity parameter
where ( )Dr cAz ,  Az ,  Az ,  and ( ( )D NAz  respectively 
indicate the Azimuth of linear reference object, the 
Azimuth of linear candidate object, Azimuth differ-
ence, and normal Azimuth difference of reference and 
candidate objects.
4. Absolute value of length difference in reference 
and candidate objects: 
Length difference of the two objects is one of the 
most useful criteria to determine the similarity, indi-
cated in Equation (5) with ( )D L :
 ( )D = −r cL L L , (5)
where Lr and Lc indicate the length of linear and can-
didate objects, respectively. Regarding the criteria’s 
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2.4. Evaluation stage
To measure the proposed measuring model, the pa-
rameters of matching rate and correctness are mea-
sured in the following. Thus initially the following pa-
rameters are defined (Thirion 1998).
 – Accurate Match: An object from reference data-
set, accurately matched with the objects in the 
target dataset.
 – Mismatch: An object from reference dataset for 
which there is no equivalent in the target group, 
yet it has been mismatched.
 – Proper non-match: An object from the referen-
ce dataset, for which there is no equivalent in 
the target dataset; has been properly recognized.
 – False negative match: the case where for an 
object from reference dataset, no equivalent is 
found in the target dataset while there is one.
 – False positive match: the case where for an 
object from the reference dataset an equivalent 
has been found in the target dataset, while there 
is none.
 – Matching completeness (matching rate): It is 
measured from the class of objects with a cor-
respondence. In fact it mentions for what pro-
portion of the objects with a correspondence, a 





Matching Rate  
R
, (6)
where R1 is the set of mismatch and accurate match-
ing while R2 represents the set of mismatch, accurate 
match, and false negative match.
Matching correctness (matching accuracy): This 
criterion shows the general correctness of the process. 
In fact, it shows to what extent the proposed solution 
from all objects accurately matches with the objects 
with correspondence and correctly detects the ones 







in which A1 is the sum of accurate matching and mis-
match while A2 the sum of all conclusion variants.
3. Implementation
3.1. The studied area and input data
The paper uses two datasets, consisted of roads 
(Fig. 15) in yazd City, Iran, which are in two differ-
ent scales. The reference dataset has a scale of 1:25 000 
(Fig. 15a) and the target dataset is in a scale of 1:5000 
(Fig.  15b). Before preprocessing, they have 257 and 
1357 linear objects, respectively.
Based on the proposed methodology, the first 
stage is to preprocess the data. For matching the roads 
network dataset, it is necessary to perform preprocess-
ing on the dataset. This preprocessing includes format 
conversion, network topology checking, and trans-
formation which results in reduced systematic errors 
in the datasets. Thus, during convert the same struc-
ture step, final coordinate system of both datasets is 
WGS84-UTM zone 40 N. Within the cleaning step, the 
topological errors and outliers were deleted. Figure 16 
demonstrates the topological errors, existing in a part 
of the studied area. Therefore, after establishing the de-
fining structure of the road and erasing the errors, the 
objects in both reference and target datasets changed 
to 192 and 991, respectively.
After implementing topological rules on both 
datasets, and due to the fact that linear objects’ lay-
er do not provide any information concerning own 
Fig. 14. a section of the rules from experts’ opinions
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Fig. 15. The urban road dataset used in this article: a) – Reference dataset (1:25000); b) – Target dataset (1:5000)
 a) b)
Fig. 16. Topological errors in datasets
Candidate finding stage was done by implement-
ing the mentioned items and coding the proposed 
measuring model in C# programming language. In 
this software, at first the initial amount of width buf-
fer was defined as 16.74 meter. Afterwards, an ob-
ject from reference group is selected. BG algorithm 
is then performed on that object and the objects, 
completely positioned in reference object’s buffer, are 
saved as the candidate of the reference object in a text 
file. If through the buffering algorithm, no object is 
completely positioned in the reference object buffer, 
once again by increasing the buffer parameter and as-
signing it a rate of 33.47 m the mentioned stages are 
repeated for the object. In this stage, if once again no 
candidate was found, that object is left without any 
candidate, a 1:0 relation considered for it. Afterwards 
a new object is selected from the reference group and 
all the stages, performed for the first object, are re-
peated for this one. In case of having a candidate in 
the text file of the software it will be saved for that 
object and the process continues until the last object 
of the reference group and the candidates of different 
objects are saved.
Once the candidates for each reference object are 
found, for each candidate the four parameters of de-
gree difference of starting and ending nodes, azimuth, 
and length will be measured, leading the whole process 
to the third stage, i.e. matching. 
After introducing input and output parameters 
of the software, by means of previous knowledge and 
connections, a geometric network was established on 
both datasets to measure the topological criterion of 
nodes’ degree. Figure 17 shows a section of both data-
sets after establishing a geometric network.
After the road network, structure is established, 
prior to the candidate finding process, in order to de-
termine the first and final node, the direction of all ob-
jects in the two datasets was unified.
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experiences as well as former acquaintance of the area 
and the details of the studied maps, a sum of 46 appro-
priate rules was extracted by experts from all possible 
rules for the fuzzy deduction system, given to the soft-
ware. Next, the software applied these rules on input 
and output variants, producing the Mamdani method 
of output amounts of spatial similarity for each candi-
date. For instance, Figure 18 shows the reference object 
8–7 as well as candidates 1–2, 2–3, 2–4, 5–6, 1–3, and 
1–4. Moreover, Table 1 presents the degrees of initial 
and final nodes, azimuth, and length for the reference 
object. Table 2 shows the degrees of initial and final 
nodes, Azimuth, and the length of the candidate ob-
ject in the second group. Table 3 gives the rates of the 
Fig. 17. Generated network for part of two datasets: a) – Reference dataset (1:25000); b) – Target dataset (1:5000)
 a) b)
Fig. 18. Sample of reference object and its candidates
Table 1. Calculated parameters for the reference object
LrAzr V2r V1r
3853511
Table 2. Calculated parameters for candidates
AzC AzC V1c V1c Object
252 47 1 3 1–2
144 20 3 1 2–3
65.5 46 3 1 2–4
81 58 1 1 5–6
396 34 1 1 1–3
317.6 47 1 1 1–4
Table 3. Differences between the values obtained for calculated 
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considered criteria. Finally, Table 4 offers the geospa-
tial rate, resulted from the measuring model for can-
didate objects. Since the threshold limit is 87.5% (Ex-
perimental and base on the expert opinion), the object 
3–1 was determined as the corresponding object.
To ensure that we obtain the best value of buffer 
distance for the two datasets, the sensitivity of the out-
put values is calculated according to this distance in 
range of 16.74 to 33.47 meters (section 3). Figure 19 is 
showing the diagram for sensitivity of the buffer dis-
tance. as shown in the figure, the best value for search-
ing the candidate objects is calculated 20.41 meters 
which leads to Matching Rate = 92.7% and Correct-
ness = 88%.
Based on the abovementioned process, the cor-
respondence of all objects in the first dataset is deter-
mined in the second one and in Figure 20 the obtained 
matching relations can be seen. And Figure 21 gives 
the results from the evaluations based on the informa-
tion concerning proposed structure section. Conse-
quently, in accordance with the obtained results for the 
studied area, the matching rate and correctness were 
92.7% and 88%, respectively.
Table 4. Spatial similarity values of candidates









Fig. 19. Sensitivity analysis for the buffer distance
Fig. 20.  Extracted relations from the program
Fig. 21.  Results obtained from evaluation step
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3.2. Evaluation of results
To assess the performance of the proposed methodolo-
gy, the obtained results are compared to the results ob-
tained from Olteanu-Raimond et al. (2015). Figure 22 
shows the matching rate and correctness obtained by 
correspondence finding from the method represented 
in Olteanu-Raimond et al. (2015) and also the corre-
spondence finding by the optimum distance of 20.41 
m suggested by this paper. As shown in Figure 22, 
the suggested approach in the studied area obtained 
a higher matching rate and correctness in comparison 
with the method suggested by Olteanu-Raimond et al. 
(2015). This shows the high performance of the sug-
gested approach in linear object matching in the vector 
datasets. The suggested method has improved match-
ing rate and correctness, 3.1% and 1% respectively. 
Conclusions
Object matching is a process to detect similar objects 
from the set of different entities and to assign related 
links to them. This dissimilarity among the datasets 
can be a consequence of various factors such as scale 
difference, levels of details, varied technique power, 
differing data models, unlike accuracies, and different 
qualitative traits. The basis of this process is in accord 
with measuring spatial similarity index, which in turn 
is a function of other indices, has a degree of uncer-
tainty with which one cannot talk about similarity in 
the matching with certainty. Thus, this research aimed 
to propose a measuring model to do the matching pro-
cess based on fuzzy reasoning that consider this un-
certainty. The proposed measuring model was imple-
mented on 2 datasets of urban roads in yazd Province 
with scales of 1/5000 and 1/25000; and by means of 
defining matching rate and matching accuracy, the 
proposed model was evaluated. Matching rate and ac-
curacy were 92.7% and 88% respectively, showing an 
appropriate performance of this measuring model. 
Because of using expert knowledge and fuzzy deduc-
tion along with considering the intrinsic uncertainty 
of geospatial similarity, the dependency on initial 
threshold limit for similarity parameters (geometric, 
topological, and semantic parameters) was decreased. 
The difference between the two datasets might occa-
sionally be due to other factors such as multi-source, 
multi-temporality, etc. Therefore, in future researches 
one can implement matching process on such data. In 
the present study, complicated urban objects such as 
squares were not matched; and since matching such 
objects is generally accompanied by producing N:M 
and/or ambiguous relationships, future researches can 
bring such objects into focus, solving the problem of 
their uncertainty by presenting a comprehensive struc-
ture.
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